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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate a coupled polar code
architecture that supports both local and global decoding. This
local-global construction is motivated by practical applications in
data storage and transmission where reduced-latency recovery of
sub-blocks of the coded information is required. Local decoding
allows random access to sub-blocks of the full code block. When
local decoding performance is insufficient, global decoding pro-
vides improved data reliability. The coupling scheme incorporates
a systematic outer polar code and a partitioned mapping of the
outer codeword to semipolarized bit-channels of the inner polar
codes. Error rate simulation results are presented for 2 and 4
sub-blocks. Design issues affecting the trade-off between local
and global decoding performance are also discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Polar codes, proposed by Erdal Arıkan in 2009, provide
a deterministic coding scheme that provably achieves the
Shannon capacity of any symmetric, binary-input discrete
memoryless channel under successive cancellation (SC) de-
coding [1]. They have attracted enormous interest and have
been incorporated into the 5G New Radio wireless standard
as the control channel coding scheme. Belief propagation (BP)
decoding of polar codes, which provides soft decoder outputs
with relatively low complexity, was suggested by Arıkan in
[2] and has since been widely investigated; see, e.g., [6].

Systematic encoding of polar codes was introduced by
Arıkan in [3] for use in scenarios where it is desirable for
the encoded information to appear explicitly in the codeword.
Moreover, he showed empirically that SC decoding with re-
encoding offered a superior bit error rate performance than
non-systematic encoding. This performance improvement has
also been observed under BP decoding.

In [5], Guo et al. proposed enhanced BP decoding of
polar codes through concatenation of an outer code that
protects bit-channels of intermediate channel quality, referred
to as semipolarized bit-channels. To illustrate the idea, they
considered an outer LDPC code and an outer convolutional
code. Elekelesh et al. [4] extended this idea and introduced an
augmented polar code construction using an auxiliary outer
polar code to protect semipolarized bit-channels. They also
proposed a flexible-length polar code construction that couples
two polar codes of different lengths through such an auxiliary
outer polar code.

In [7], Ram and Cassuto proposed a coupling architecture
for LDPC codes that supports two levels of decoding: local
decoding of sub-blocks for use in good channel conditions
and global decoding of the coupled codewords for use under

adverse channel conditions. In this paper, we propose a mod-
ification of the polar code coupling architecture in [4] that
supports such local and global decoding.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews
the background concepts of channel polarization, BP decod-
ing of polar codes, and systematic polar codes. In Section
III, the local-global decoding architecture for polar codes
is introduced. Section IV provides bit error rate (BER) and
frame error rate (FER) simulation results demonstrating the
performance of the local-global decoding architecture, as well
as a discussion of design issues that affect the trade-off
between local and global decoding performance. Section V
concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Channel Polarization

The construction of polar codes and their capacity-achieving
properties under SC decoding are based upon channel polar-
ization. Channel polarization includes operations of channel
combining and channel splitting: N independent copies of
a channel W are combined in a recursive manner into a
vector channel WN , which is then split into N synthe-
sized channels W

(i)
N , 1 ≤ i ≤ N , referred to as bit-channels.

Let GN = F
⊗

n be the N × N matrix that is the nth

Kronecker power of F =

[
1 0
1 1

]
, where n = log2 N .

Given u ∈ {0, 1}N , the vector channel is characterized
by WN (y|u) = WN (y|x), where WN denotes the prod-
uct channel corresponding to N independent uses of chan-
nel W , and x = uGN . The bit-channels are defined by
W

(i)
N (y, ui−1

1 |ui) =
∑

uN
i+1

1
2N−1WN (y|u), for 1 ≤ i ≤ N .

As N → ∞, the channel polarization theorem states that the
Bhattacharyya parameter Z(W

(i)
N ) converges to either 0 or

1. A polar code of rate R = K/N uses the K bit-channels
with the lowest Z(W

(i)
N ) for the information bits, and the

remaining bits are frozen to value zero. We use A to denote the
information indices, and F = Ac to denote the frozen indices.

B. BP Decoding

BP decoding of polar codes is an iterative message passing
algorithm that operates on the sparse factor graph derived from
the encoder structure, illustrated in Fig. 1 for N = 8. The
factor graph is composed of basic substructures corresponding
to the combining operation represented by the matrix F , as
shown in Fig. 2. Two types of log-likelihood ratio (LLR) mes-
sages are generated and passed bidirectionally: L-messages
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Fig. 1. Encoder-based factor graph for length N = 8 polar code.
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Fig. 2. Basic substructure.

that are passed from right-to-left and R-messages that are
passed from left-to-right. The L-messages at the rightmost
nodes represent the channel LLRs. The R-messages at the
leftmost modes are assigned 0 or ∞ if they are in A or
F , respectively. All other L-messages and R-messages are
initialized to 0. Messages are propagated from right-to-left
and then from left-to-right, with the following message update
rules [11] applied at each substructure

Lout,1 = Lin,1 ⊞ (Lin,2 +Rin,2)

Rout,1 = Rin,1 ⊞ (Lin,2 +Rin,2)

Lout,2 = (Rin,1 ⊞ Lin,1) + Lin,2

Rout,2 = (Rin,1 ⊞ Lin,1) +Rin,2

(1)

where the box-plus operator ⊞ is defined as a ⊞ b =

ln (1+ea+b

ea+eb
). (Other operators, such as min-sum, are sometimes

used instead of box-plus.) Decoder output û (resp. x̂) is
obtained after the final iteration by summing and thresholding
the leftmost (resp. rightmost) L-messages and R-messages.

C. Systematic Polar Codes

In systematic polar codes [3], the information bits appear
in specified locations in the polar codeword. Let v ∈ {0, 1}K
represent the information bits to be encoded. The systematic
encoder solves the equation

x = uF
⊗

n (2)

subject to uF = 0 and xA = v. Vangala et al. [9] present three
efficient algorithms to solve for uA and xF . In this paper, we
use the encoder denoted EncoderA.

Systematic polar codes use the same decoding algorithms as
conventional polar codes, e.g., SC or BP decoding, to generate
an estimate û of the vector u. To recover an estimate v̂ of the
information bits, we compute x̂ = ûGN and set v̂ = x̂A.

III. LOCAL-GLOBAL POLAR DECODING

Finite-length polar codes exhibit incomplete channel polar-
ization. As mentioned above, the design of a rate R = K

N
polar code involves selecting the information indices A with
the smallest Bhattacharyya parameters and the complemen-
tary set F=Ac of frozen indices. In [5] and [4], a finer
grouping of bit-channel indices was proposed, in which, for
thresholds 0 < δ1 ≤ δ2 < 1, the good bit-channel indices
satisfy Z(W

(i)
N ) ≤ δ1, the frozen bit-channel indices satisfy

Z(W
(i)
N ) > δ2, and the semipolarized bit-channel indices

satisfy δ1 < Z(W
(i)
N ) ≤ δ2. An auxiliary outer code, such

as an LDPC block code [5] or a polar code [4] is then used to
protect the vulnerable bits encoded through the semipolarized
bit-channels, with the (interleaved) outer codeword providing
the input bits to the semipolarized bit-channels. A natural
enhancement of BP decoding, applied to a combined factor
graph representing the concatenation of the inner and outer
codes, can be used to decode the information bits of the inner
code and outer code. We remark that the Bhattacharyya pa-
rameter, though usually a measure for channel reliability under
SC decoding, also provides a useful measure for classifying
bit-channels under BP decoding [5].

The augmented polar code construction in [4] was extended
to a flexible-length polar code construction using a coupled
code architecture, in which the semipolarized bit-channels of
two (or more) inner polar codes are protected by an interleaved
auxiliary outer polar code. Again, an enhanced BP decoding
algorithm can be used to decode the information bits of the
coupled inner codes and the auxiliary code.

Two modifications of the coupled construction in [4] provide
an architecture suitable for local-global decoding. First, the
auxiliary outer code is required to be systematic. Second,
the interleaver maps specified subsets of the information bits
embedded in the auxiliary codeword to the semipolarized bit-
channels of each of the inner codes. We now describe in
more detail the encoder and decoder for this local-global
architecture.

A. Encoder

Let [Ka,Kb] = [Ka1
, ...,KaM

,Kb1 , ...,KbM ] denote the
information bits to be encoded. For purposes of illustration,
we assume the sets Kai

, i = 1, . . . ,M are of equal size, and
similarly for the sets Kbi , i = 1, . . . ,M . The inputs to the
systematic outer polar encoder are information bits Ka and
frozen bits F0, and the length-N0 output codeword is [Pa,Ka].
This codeword contains the information bits Ka, in known
positions, and the parity bits Pa. Dividing the parity bits Pa

into M equal-size subsets, the interleaver maps [Pai
,Kai

] to
the semipolarized bit-channels Si of the ith inner code. (We
also assume in this illustration that the inner codes have equal
lengths.) The goal of the interleaving is to decorrelate the
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Fig. 3. Encoder for local-global polar code.

LLRs used in the BP decoding as much as possible in the
early decoder iterations.

The information bits Kbi and additional frozen bits Fi

provide the input to the good bit-channels and frozen bit-
channels of the ith inner code, respectively. The codewords
of the M inner codes are concatenated to form a length-N
codeword that is transmitted over the channel.

A schematic of the proposed encoder for the local-global
polar code is shown in Fig. 3.

The relevant code rates are as follows, where, as a short-
hand notation, we use the name of a subset to represent its
cardinality.

• Combined code rate: Rtotal =
Ka+Kb

N

• Systematic outer polar code rate: Router = Ka

N0

• ith inner polar code rate: Rinner,i =
Kbi

+Si

Ni

• ith subblock rate: Rsubblock,i =
Kbi

+Kai

Ni

B. Decoder

The architecture proposed in Fig. 3 permits separate local
decoding of the inner codes, with the option of invoking global
decoding of the coupled codes when local decoding does not
provide satisfactory performance. Note that this architecture
also retains flexibility in the choice of inner code lengths Ni,
if that is desired.

1) Local decoding: Any soft decoding scheme for polar
codes can be used as a local decoding method. The estimated
bits on the semipolarized bit-channels must be deinterleaved
to recover the information bits Ka. In our simulations, we
use BP decoding with early stopping as the local decoding
method.

2) Global decoding: The global decoding is carried out
using BP decoding on the combined factor graph of the inner
codes and outer code. Fig. 4 illustrates a factor graph for M =
2 inner codes.

For i = 1, . . . ,M , denote the left and right LLR-messages
of the ith inner code by Li and Ri, respectively, and the left
and right LLR-messages of the systematic outer polar code by
L0 and R0, respectively. An enhanced BP decoding procedure
similar to that proposed in [4] is used, but modified to reflect
the systematic outer polar code and the partitioned interleaver.

Systematic 
Auxiliary Code

Fig. 4. Factor graph for local-global polar decoding (M = 2).

When a maximum number of iterations is specified, the
decoding algorithm proceeds as follows.

1) The inner BP polar decoder receives the channel LLR
vector Lch. The initial Ri-messages propagate from left
to right; then the Li-messages propagate from right to
left until the leftmost stage 1 is reached.

2) LLR-messages Li at stage 1 are passed through the
corresponding deinterleaver, and the output is passed to
the BP polar decoder of the outer code.

3) The BP decoder of the outer polar code performs one
BP iteration, with L0-messages propagating from right
to left, and R0-messages propagating from left to right.

4) Next, the LLR-messages at the rightmost stage of the
outer BP decoder are passed through the partitioned
interleaver to the BP decoder of the inner codes. This
constitutes one global iteration. The process repeats until
a maximum number of iterations is reached.

5) The LLRs are used to estimate the information bits
[K̂a, K̂b] as follows.

(a) The LLRs used to estimate the message y at the
input of the systematic outer polar code (as shown
in Fig. 3) are obtained by adding the left and right
LLR-message L0 and R0 at stage 1 of the outer
code factor graph. The estimate ŷ is then re-encoded
to obtain an estimate of the outer codeword, from
which we extract the estimate of the information
bits K̂a.

(b) The LLRs used to estimated the message at the
input of the ith inner polar code are obtained by
adding the left and right LLR-messages Li and Ri

at stage 1 of the corresponding inner code factor
graph. From this estimate, we extract the estimate
of the information bits K̂bi .

In order to reduce decoding time, we introduce early
stopping conditions during decoding. For each of the early
stopping conditions, we use the G-matrix criterion proposed
in [10].



With early stopping, steps 2) through 4) of the decoding
procedure are modified as follows.
2*) After step 2), the early stopping conditions are checked

for each of the inner polar codes.
3*) After step 3), the early stopping condition is checked

for the outer systematic polar code.
4*) After step 4), when a global iteration has completed,

the results of the early stopping checks for all inner and
outer codes are used to determine if decoding can be
terminated. If so, skip to step 5). If not, go back to step
2).

Fig. 5. Global decoding with/without early stopping.

Simulation results for global decoding with early stopping
are shown in Fig. 5. Code parameter settings 1 and 2, shown in
Table I, were used. Surprisingly, with early stopping, BER and
FER are both improved, in contrast to what has been observed
when early stopping is used with conventional BP decoding
of a polar code [10].

TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETER SETTINGS.

Parameters Setting 1 Setting 2 Setting 3
Rtotal 0.5 0.5 0.5
Router 0.5 0.5 0.5
Rinner 0.53125 0.5625 0.53125

M 2 4 4
Ka 64 256 128
Kb 960 1792 1920

Si, i ≥ 1 64 128 64
N0 128 512 256

Ni, i ≥ 1 1024 1024 1024
Max iteration 200 200 200
Early stop ✓ ✓ ✓

C. Local-Global Decoding Simulation Results

BER and FER results for local-global decoding with 2 and 4
subblocks, each corresponding to an inner code of length 1024,

Fig. 6. Average number of iterations for parameter settings 1 and 2.

are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. Each figure shows
the performance of a typical subblock under local decoding,
along with that of a conventional polar code of length 1024
under BP decoding. Also shown is the performance of the full
codeword under global decoding, along with the performance
of a conventional polar code of length equal to that of the full
codeword under BP decoding. Simulation results (not shown
here) confirmed that the BERs and FERs of the subblocks
under local and global decoding are essentially identical and
that subblock failures appear to be independent.

The simulations assume an AWGN channel with BPSK
modulation, and the bit-channel ordering is based on Bhat-
tacharyya bounds [1] designed at an Eb/N0 of 0 dB. Early
stopping is applied to both local and global decoding.

Parameter setting 1 of Table I was used for the 2-subblock
construction, while parameter setting 2 was used for the 4-
subblock construction.

We see that, in both cases, global decoding significantly
improves the decoding performance compared to local decod-
ing. Global decoding also provides a BER comparable to that
of the conventional polar code of the same length and rate.
In the case of 4 subblocks, global decoding actually shows a
0.1dB gain at a BER of 10−5. However, the benefits obtained
through global decoding are achieved at the expense of local
decoding performance, with a trade-off that can be adjusted
by modifying code parameters such as Rinner, Router and
Rtotal.

Fig. 9 illustrates this trade-off by comparing the BER
performance of local-global decoding of 2-subblock construc-
tions using parameter settings 2 and 3 in Table I. Setting 2
uses an outer code of rate Router=0.5625 and length length
N0=256, whereas setting 3 uses an outer code with rate
Router=0.53125 and length N0=128. As seen in Fig. 9, using
the outer code of lower rate and smaller length in setting 3
improves the local decoding performance, but worsens the
global decoding performance, as compared to setting 2.



Fig. 7. Local-global decoding with 2 subblocks.

Fig. 8. Local-global decoding with 4 subblocks.

Fig. 9. Trade-off between local and global decoding.

IV. CONCLUSION

We proposed a concatenated architecture for local-global
decoding of polar codes. The construction allows independent
decoding of subblocks corresponding to inner polar codes,
with global decoding facilitated by use of a systematic outer
polar code. BER and FER simulation results for local-global
decoding of 2 subblocks and 4 subblock show that global
decoding provides performance comparable to that of a con-
ventional polar code of the same overall rate and length
under BP decoding, but with a penalty in the local decoding
of the subblocks compared to a conventional polar code of
the same rate and length. The trade-off between local and
global decoding performance that can be achieved by adjusting
system parameters was illustrated. These results demonstrate
that the local-decoding paradigm proposed for graph-based
codes [7], [8] can be extended to polar codes. Several design
optimization scenarios remain to be explored.
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